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“A journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step.”

I’ve been thinking about this ancient proverb, often attributed to Lao Tzu, quite a 
bit lately—especially with all the new product announcements that happen every 
spring. (And it’s not just Autodesk. Several of the engineering software products 
in use at my firm have had intermediate or major releases in the last couple of 

months.)

Of course, upgrading software is only one kind of journey. There’s also launching a new initiative, 
tackling a design project, or even embarking on a new career. Different journeys, similar steps.

It’s not the planning behind the first step that’s on my mind, but the act of taking the step itself. If you 
have a big project to tackle, or a major initiative to launch, how do you decide when to begin?

There’s another saying that I can’t find a primary source for, but it’s something to the effect of “If you 
wait for the perfect time, you’ll be waiting forever.”

I’ve found that to be true. There’s never a perfect time to do anything. If you want to implement a 
new CAD standard, you’ll have to deal with projects that started before the change. If you’re ready 
to deploy a new version of Revit®, you can try to schedule it around times when people are away from 
their computers, but I guarantee that you’ll have at least one person who requires an exception. If you 
want to go back to school but think you’re too busy...when will you not be busy? Finding a truly optimal 
time to make a change is really unlikely. The best you can do is find something close to optimal, and go 
from there.

Deciding not to take action is a valid option, too. Maybe, after evaluation, the status quo is working 
just fine. If you go that route, though, you owe it to yourself to periodically revisit your decision. Check 
in now and then—is everything really still okay? Or is it time to make a change? (In that spirit, in 
case a few of my clients are reading this...those projects we have in Revit 2014? It just might be time  
for an upgrade!) 

Starting a new journey (of whatever kind) requires a certain amount of courage. No matter 
how confident you are in your direction, you still probably take a few deep breaths before you say,  
“Okay...I’m ready.”

I wasn’t going to talk about planning in this letter, but the more I think about “first steps,” the more I 
think about preparation. If you’ve done your homework, the idea of stepping into the “unknown” isn’t 
very scary—because it’s not really unknown. You’ve thought ahead, you’ve allowed for contingencies, 
and you’ll be ready if something goes wrong.

Which leads me into yet another quote: “Well begun is half-done.” This one is attributed to Aristotle...
and, apparently, Mary Poppins. I’m not quite sure how she gets from there to “tidying up the nursery,” 
but how’s this for a modern translation: If you get off to a good start, you reduce the amount of work 
you have to do later. You could also look at it from the perspective of defining expectations. If you set 
clear goals at the beginning of your project (or journey), you’re halfway to defining the solutions as well.

Next month, I’ll have more to tell you about another thousand-mile journey—actually more like 
10,000 miles! I’ll be writing to you about my experience at the BILT conference in Adelaide. I love 
attending conferences, not only for the practical advice I can pick up, but also for the connections I can 
make and the inspiration I can draw from listening to other people who are on journeys similar to mine.

Until next time, enjoy the journey!

Kate Morrical
AUGI President
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by: Philip Russo

Protecting 
Your 
Software 
Investment

WhY?

W
ith Autodesk going to a desktop 
subscription model, it is more 
important than ever before to have 
a handle on your trained staff. Not 

only on the number of users you have, but also 
if they are using the software efficiently and are trained. There 
must be a system in place that holds them accountable for their  
software licenses. 

For smaller firms it is a much easier task to manage your licenses 
and users. However, in our case we have 1,000 employees spread 
out over 20+ locations. Of these 1,000 employees, approximately 
300 are CAD users. During our last CAD rollout of Autodesk 
2014 products (approximately two years ago) we decided to take 
the necessary steps to ensure we were not over-investing in our 
software licenses. We needed the ability to:
1. assess our user base knowledge.
2. deliver training online, over the web, and/or in a classroom 

setting.
3. communicate to the CAD users.
4. tie all this data into an employee’s yearly goals and objectives.
5. handle onboarding of new employees.
6. handle new company acquisitions.

hoW?
We went with a solution by ADP / Cornerstone. We branded this 
solution our Talent Management Center (TMC). Once we had 
the solution in place we started to develop training plans based 
on the software that individuals used. An individual who used 

➲

Figure 1: Make your employees accountable for their software

http://www.augi.com
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AutoCAD® and Revit® would have to enroll 
in two different training plans.

The way the system worked was as follows:
1. The user made a request for his/her 

training plan.
2. The Manager would approve the 

request.
3. The training plan would be available in 

their transcript once the request was 
approved.

Once they were enrolled in the training plan, 
they would review the workflow diagram in 
their training plan so they understood the 
steps to complete the requirement.

All training plans start with an assessment 
(test). These assessments were developed to 
ensure the user had a solid base knowledge 
of the software they were using on projects. 

If the user did not meet the requirements of 
the assessment, then they were automatically 
enrolled in training. If the class needed was 
delivered by e-learning content, it would be 
in their transcript the following day when 
they came to work. If the training needed 
was delivered in the classroom, they would 
be able to select that event to enroll in. At the 
end of our Autodesk 2014 software rollout 
we had a solid list of “trained” employees to 
whom we issued licenses. If users did not 
meet the qualifications, we would turn off 
their ability to access a CAD license until 
they met the qualifications.

CoMMUnICATIon
When you work for a large company, there are 
different HR rules and company procedures 
you need to follow. One of the policies to 
which we had to adhere was the inability to 
send out companywide emails. So we were 
faced with a need to communicate with 
our software users without creating email 
groups, etc. To do this, we used Yammer, 
a social communication tool that is part of 
Office 365. We encouraged all staff to join 
their respective software group(s) to stay 
updated with news that related to our CAD 
rollout. We continue to use this tool for 
posting software tips and news.

Figure 2: Partial training plan

Figure 3: Typical workflow 

Figure 4: Revit curriculum

http://www.augiworld.com
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onBoARDInG
Now, we have a system in place that will get new employees 
acclimated quickly into our database. We enroll them in the 
appropriate training plan(s) and direct them to the appropriate 
Yammer group(s) to join. We have successfully done this with 
individual new hires and most recently with an 80-person company 
acquisition. 

MAInTEnAnCE
Once someone is in the system as a “trained user” his or her only 
requirement to retaining a CAD license is to attend “new feature” 
training as we upgrade our software. Most, if not all, of the upgrade 
training is e-learning content that is developed in-house by our 
Technical Applications Group. 

LESSonS LEARnED
The first lesson learned is to recognize that seasoned CAD users 
will not like the idea that they have to take a “test.” This is true for 
a new hire or anyone experiencing this process for the first time. 
The communication of this “test” requires careful execution. We 
tried to present it as a process that should take only 20 minutes 
or less. We also made these initial assessments easy enough so an 
intermediate user should pass with flying colors. If someone was 
close, we may choose to just review the incorrect answers with the 
person then mark him or her as “exempt.” 

But it will be obvious which employees will need the training. It 
is equally important to communicate training as a good thing. 
Software licenses are more directly tied to an employee than 
ever before, so it is important that companies protect their  
software investment.

Another obstacle we faced was when employees did not pass the 
assessment and didn’t have time for the training but still needed 
the software to work on a billable project. We would often extend 
the deadline 30 days to allow them to complete the training. There 
were very few instances where we had to have conversations with 
their managers to make sure employess were given the time needed 
to meet the requirements.

Just as with any project, task, or implementation strategy, 
early communication and planning is key. We started with 
communicating our strategy to leadership and then to managers 
so it was not a surprise when we implemented the solution.

SUMMARY
When this was all completed we discovered that we had fewer users 
than we thought going into our CAD rollout. This allowed us to 
absorb new hires without purchasing additional software licenses. 
We now can also pull reports at any time to give us a snapshot on 
our trained staff, which can be used for resource planned by the 
project managers. No matter your strategy, it is essential to have 
trained staff to maximize your investment in software.

Philip Russo began with AutoCAD 
version 2.5 in 1986. Through the 
years, he has held positions in the CAD 
industry as CAD Draftsmen, CAD 
Manager, Sr. Applications Engineer, 
and is a Certified Autodesk Instruc-
tor. For several years, Philip was the 
Revit Structure content manager and 
author for AUGIWorld magazine. 
He has previously spoken at Autodesk 
University and bimWORKSHOPS. 
Lately Philip’s focus has been on the 
implementation of BIM Workflows 
and standard practices. He currently 
holds the position of Corporate BIM 
Applications Manager at O’Brien & 
Gere Limited, a multi-disciplinary 
engineering firm located in Syracuse, 
New York. Philip can be reached at 
phil.russo@obg.com

Figure 5: Yammer 
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“
Without RTV our timescales would 
be three times longer. If we didn’t 
have it life would be eye-gougingly 
frustrating.”
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eeing an opportunity in the market in 
2011, architecture firm Space Group 
launched what was essentially the first 
manufacturer specific library of free 

downloadable BIM content, known as bimstore. Since then the 
platform has grown exponentially and now employs the largest 
team of BIM content creators in the UK, working with over 175 
manufacturers.

“Last month our website had an incredible 708,000 views, and 
downloads are at approximately 30,000 a month,” says Kris 
Atkinson, Technical Director at bimstore UK.

But getting to this point has meant having to overcome some of 
the software challenges that BIM can so often present.

“We only host content that is up to the standard of our BIM-
bible. One of our processes is ensuring that all Shared Parameters 
have standard headings to ensure compatibility across platforms 
such as Revit, Archicad, IFC, Bentley, and Vectorworks.”   

RTV Tools’ Shared Parameter Manager automates the process of 
creating and editing Shared Parameters in Autodesk Revit.

Devil is in the data 

➲
It allows users to make edits to parameter values without data 
loss with functions such as find, replace, substitute, edit or purge 
and can be set to batch edit a selection of files in the background.

A BIM component can have anything up to 100 parameters – 
everything from height, width, and length, to manufacturer’s 
website, product cost, and schedule timing – and the standard 
way of editing them has been to add and fill them all in typically 
one at a time.

“To bring all the parameters together for a BIM component was 
painstakingly manual. We had to fill in about 30 fields for 30 
components and it could days or weeks to complete the data,” says 
Kris

Image supplied by BIMstore UK

Image supplied by BIMstore UK

S

How BIMstore UK took control of their shared parameters in Revit
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We can take our Shared Parameter 
template and pump the parameters 
into hundreds of files, taking 
minutes instead of hours.”
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industry to consider the digital side of construction and to take 
advantage of all that BIM has to offer.

“It’s been a real kick for everybody to get involved with these 
processes and software applications like RTV Shared Parameter 
Manager has been needed to catch up and bridge the gap between 
different disciplines in the industry, making the tasks in hand 
quicker and easier to do”

“These models are not just being used for 4D construction plans, 
they’re being used for facilities management and that information 
is really powerful for clients and building owners. The buildings 
are becoming very intelligent but that information has to be built 
correctly into the models from the start.”

Learn more about automating your 
BIM processes at rtvtools.com
 

Figure 1: RTV Shared Parameter Manager main application interface

“Looking at it now we couldn’t work at our 
current scale without RTV. We have 6-7 
licences for the Shared Parameter Manager 
and every single person uses it on a daily basis. 
If we didn’t have it life would be eye-gougingly 
frustrating.”

Unless shared parameter headings are put in 
correctly and in the right order, the current 
software will consider the parameter an 
unrelated value and push the data into a 
separate column rendering scheduling basically 
meaningless.

For example, even a small difference in a 
heading’s name such as the use of capitals or a 
space – i.e.  ‘AcousticRating’ vs ‘acoustic rating’ – 
will cause the information not to be in the same 
location and as a result it may be missed or 
overlooked. A big problem could arise during 
construction out of a small but significant 
software issue in the design phase.

TALK TO US AT BILT
Find us in the BILT NA exhibition hall

CONTACT US
web: www.rtvtools.com
email: sales@rtvtools.com
tel: + 64 4 473 3888

“That’s why here in the UK we have had a government mandate 
come in to force in 2016 that requires all publicly funded work to 
be compliant with certain BIM standards (i.e Level 2) such as the 
COBie standard which has specific parameters that must be set 
out correctly,” say Kris

“RTV Shared Parameter helps us with adding our ‘COBie’ 
parameters because we can take our Shared Parameter template 
file and pump the parameters into a whole batch of files, taking 
2 -3 minutes instead of hours. This allows our content to be 
structured and organised much more efficiently.”

The UK and North America are considered as being at the 
forefront of BIM but Europe, Australia, and New Zealand have 
also started looking at local standards and mandates pushing the 

WE’RE COMING TO 
CANADA IN AUGUST

says Kris.
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by: Jay Zallan

Addressing 
Keynotes  
(in Addition to 
the CSI Kind)

CUSToM KEYnoTE DATABASE(S) 

I
n order to intelligently annotate objects in 
Autodesk® Revit® and have a list of those 
annotations be “sheet specific,” we can use the 
Keynoting tool to add data beyond a tag or, 

specifically, dumb-text. That’s right—at list of only 
those objects on the page that are keynoted will appear in the 
legend. This is what many people (incorrectly, IMHO) call “Sheet 
Notes,” except those are usually static lists or even a bootlegged 
Key-Schedule (Schedule Keys).

Keynotes are the schedules (at this time, at least) that will report 
only those objects that are in views placed onto each individual 
sheet—automatically. No Dynamo needed [Hint]. 
 
The overall workflow to use a custom keynote database (or part 
thereof [Another Hint]) is to either modify a standard one or 
create an entirely custom file that would be independent of the CSI 
formatted file(s) entirely. When the actual, specified assemblies are 
chosen, then simply either reassign the new keynote value or link 
up to another keynote database and choose the newly specified 
key value. Communication with the team is imperative, whatever  
your choice. 
 

The example below is of a custom keynote database, used for 
project-specific (schematic) notations.

➲

Figure 1

http://www.augi.com
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The example in Figure 2 above illustrates how sub-groupings can 
be utilized to get logical ordering to the keynotes, such as Demo, 
RCP, etc. This assists in placing the appropriate type of note to the 
appropriate objects, in the appropriate view, without having to sift 
through ungrouped linear lists. 

Note that the text fields must be composed of a single line in the 
keynote text file itself, but once the Keynote Legend is placed 
onto a sheet (or sheets), the text wrapping will become a function 
of the Revit Legend size on sheets (see Figure 3). FWIW, I am 
not mentioning any keynote editing add-ons, etc. as these are 
varied and do not change the overall process—just methods of  
editing, mainly. 
 

SETTInG UP A CUSToM KEYnoTE 
DATABASE 
1. Copy (perhaps) the standard Autodesk Keynote Database file 

to a project folder. Note: your locations may vary; remember 
to rename the new text file to be something logical and  
project specific. 

2. Edit the new text file according to any sub-groupings, 
numbering, and element descriptions desired (PLAN 
THIS OUT), TAB-separate each item, per Figures 1 and 2 
above. Usually we use Windows Notepad to edit these. No 
formatting other than “TAB separated” will work (for now?). 

3. Tap into the Keynote Settings (version-specific locations, so 
use Help if you cannot find yours). 

4. Browse to your project (or whatever) specific .txt file.

Excerpts from a Revit Help Menu: 
“Keynotes: 
Keynotes are defined in a tab-delimited text file. The first portion 
of the text file is reserved for major headings/categories (the parent 
values). The remainder of the file is for subheadings/categories 
(the child values). A tab-delimited file requires the use of the TAB 
key to create spaces between data entries. 
 
Types of Keynotes: 
Element 
A keynote can be applied to an entire element, such as a wall, detail 
component, or door. 
 
Material 
A keynote can be assigned to a material that has been painted on 
a surface, and to materials assigned to the component layers of an 
element. Keynotes are not supported for the insulation drafting 
tool or the detail components line and filled region. 
 
User 
This option provides a way to use commonly used notes or 
phrases to address documentation issues. These additional 
user notes must be added to the provided keynote text files or 
included in one that you create. Do not apply “User” keynotes for 
Elements or Materials; only implement User keynotes for generic,  
repetitive notes.” 

Figure 2

Figure 3

http://www.augiworld.com
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 Format the text file per the example in Figure 4 and refer to Revit’s 
Help menu for more information (simply search “Keynote”). 
 

REVERTInG oR ChAnGInG KEYnoTE 
DATABASE(S) 
If you use a hybrid CSI-And-Custom Keynote file, the following 
is useful for tracking what exactly needs developing beyond 
schematic design. If there are two separate sections of the keynote 
file, one can use shorted codes through Schematic Design (even 
using a special SD keynote symbol). When design development 
begins, you will have a really good understanding as to what needs 
such development. In these cases, when the specification from the 
CSI parts of the file are chosen to replace the prior SD information 
(and a CD appropriate symbol is chosen) one will know that it 
is a good indication that someone thought about this object.  
Next is verification… ;)

…Voilà 
 

In CLoSInG
•	 Keynotes and Keynote Legends give the most flexibility when 

used correctly. 
•	 Be mindful not to mix and match the dreaded (by some; me 

included) “User Keynotes” when pointing to actual Elements 
or Materials (You were warned!) I could go on and on about 
how bad (in my opinion) User Keynotes can be, but suffice it 
to say they do not relate to the actual objects and have been 
known to cause major project headaches, loss of revenue, and 
lost jobs and employment, too. 

 
Whatever methods you employ to call out your objects 
and materials, I highly recommend that they are used, 
tagged, and keynoted within a specific, well-executed and  
well-documented plan. 

Jay B. Zallan is a Virtual Design 
& Construction Technology Strate-
gist and Director of Design Technol-
ogy at Cuningham Group. He brings 
wide-ranging Design, Delivery, Man-
agement, Mentoring, and Teaching 
experience to the changing AECO 
universe. Jay has focused on research 
and development grounded in genera-
tive success, brought to bear on AECO 
creation, interaction, and delivery. Ad-
ditionally, Jay is a Fine Artist, which 
lends fresh insight to each team he is a 
part of. Jz is an instructor, writer, and 
lecturer throughout the BIM world 
and strives to inspire current and fu-
ture generations to achieve and exceed 
even their own expectations.
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A single smaller drive bay means a single hard drive device can be 
added which drops the maximum storage to 3 TB while maintaining 
2TB of Z Turbo Drive G2 SSD while the graphics processors offered 
are the NVIDIA® Quadro® M620 (2GB), M1200 (4GB), M2200 
(4GB), or AMD Radeon Pro™ WX4150 (4GB). Taken together these 
differences still make the HP ZBook 15 G4 a CAD powerhouse just 
without the very high end graphics memory required for big rendering 
and video projects.

HP ZBOOK STUDIO G4
With the same processor options as the HP ZBook 17/15 G4 the 
HP ZBook Studio G4 stresses Ultrabook ease of mobility and 
ruggedness in a super thin/light 18mm 4.4 pound chassis with a 

Stealth bomber looks make it a sleek and yet slightly less customizable 
than its big brothers but still a very well equipped CAD workstation. 

With up to 32GB of RAM, 2 sockets for HP Z Turbo Drive G2’s and 

the machine can support all but the most demanding usage scenarios. 
Graphics are handled by a 15.6” diagonal FHD touch panel display 
driven by onboard Intel® Integrated GT2 graphics or an optional 
NVIDIA® Quadro® M1200 (4GB) graphics processor supports all 
but the most aggressive rendering/analysis applications. 

In addition to performance the HP ZBook Studio now supports a 
92 WHr battery with the HP fast charging battery system allows up 
to 50% recharge rates in just 30 minutes for quick charges on the go.4

HP ZBOOK 14U/15U G4
Employing 7th Gen Intel® Core™ i5/i7 dual core5 processors that 
provide high clock rates with substantially lower power consumption 
for lower thermal output and notably longer battery life from its 
22.1mm 3.61 pound (14u) or 19.9mm 4.18 pound (15u) chassis. Its 
lightweight and long battery life even qualify the 14u/15u G4’s as an 
Ultrabook6 in some configurations. While their smaller dimensions 
make them less customizable than their HP ZBook G4 siblings, both 
models still provide a solid platform form most CAD workstation 
applications.

With up to 32GB of 2133 MHz RAM, 1 drive bay and 1 socket for 
HP Z Turbo Drive G2’s allow a maximum of 2TB storage (1TB drive 
and 1TB SSD) means the machine can support common CAD usage 
scenarios easily. Graphics are handled by a 14.1”/15.6” diagonal UHD 
or FHD touch panel screen, for the 14u and 15u respectively, driven 
by Intel® Integrated Graphics 630 or an optional AMD FirePro™ 
W4190M (2GB) graphics processor which supports professional 2D 
as well as entry level 3D CAD graphics tasks. 

And like the HP ZBook Studio G4, the HP ZBook 14u/15u G4 
supports the HP fast charging battery system with a 51/46 WHr 
battery, respectively.

HP RELIABILITY
No matter what HP ZBook G4 model you look at, they all meet 
HP’s Total Test Process criteria that submits them to 120,000 hours 
of total system and expanded MIL STD 810-G specification testing 
for extremes in temperature, humidity, altitude and repeated drops.7 
In addition to this testing HP ZBooks also offer these added benefits:

ISV Certification. Independent software vendor certification 
assures that HP ZBooks run industry standard software packages 
reliably without driver or hardware conflicts.

HP Performance Advisor. A preloaded software tool that keeps 
the workstation’s certified drivers for installed software applications 
up to date. 

Warranty. Parts, labor and on site coverage for a full three (3) years.8

WRAPPING UP
In today’s fast moving work environments the fact is that travel is 
more and more required for CAD professionals. With HP’s ZBook 
G4 Mobile Workstations you get desktop workstation level power 
matched to your application needs that’ll fit in a laptop bag. In fact, 
with the power and reliability HP ZBook G4 Mobile Workstations 
bring to the table, you may not even need a desktop machine anymore.

ABOUT HP
HP helps you stay ahead of the curve with professional desktop 
and mobile workstations designed for large and complex datasets, 
dispersed teams, and tight deadlines. HP Z Workstations deliver the 
innovation, high performance, expandability, and extreme reliability 
you need to deliver your 3D CAD projects in less time. To learn how 
to configure a HP Z Workstation, visit the HP and Autodesk page at 
www.hp.com/go/autodesk. 

ABOUT ROBERT GREEN
Robert Green provides CAD management consulting, programming, 
speaking, and training services for clients throughout the United 
States, Canada, and Europe. A mechanical engineer by training and 
alpha CAD user by choice, Robert is also well known for his insightful 

Reach Robert at rgreen@greenconsulting.com
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HP ZBook Family 
Generation 4 –  
Power on the Go

Autodesk applications require a powerful 
workstation with fast processors, plenty of 
RAM, solid state discs and graphics processors 

to perform at their peak. Yet, increasingly, Autodesk 
users are on the go and thus require a workstation that 
is as comfortable in an overhead bin as on an engineer’s 

Mobile Workstations are designed to give a variety of powerful, secure 
solutions in small packages that suit various Autodesk application 
requirements, screen size and weight preferences. In this edition of 
Tech Insights, we’ll take a look at the new HP ZBooks.

NEW INTEL® PROCESSORS, FAST 
COMPONENTS, HIGH SECURITY
At the heart of the new HP ZBook G4 Workstations are the newly 
available 7th generation Intel® Core™ or Xeon® processors and the 

deliver higher base clock rates (up to 3.1GHz from the previous 
generation’s 2.9GHz), higher Turbo speeds (up to 4.2GHz from the 
prior generation’s 3.8GHz) and faster memory (up to 2400MHz from 
the prior generation’s 2133MHz) than the last generation of chipsets. 

To deliver data to these fast processor/RAM systems all HP ZBook 
G4 machines support the HP Turbo Z Drive G2 which delivers 
256GB, 512GB or 1TB1 of solid state disc (SSD) storage at up to 4X 
the speed of conventional SSD’s. Finally, to display the graphics all 
HP ZBook G4’s offer full HD2 (1920x1080), full HD touch screen 
or 4K (3840x2160) screen resolutions along with either HDMI or 
DisplayPort™ 1.2 connectors for dual monitor configurations3 driven 
by Intel® Integrated GT2 graphics or optional 3D GPU’s ranging 
from 2GB to 16GB of video memory for moderate to professional 3D 
CAD visualization.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
Perhaps the easiest way to understand the different HP ZBook 
models is to have a brief look at the hardware specifications for each 
along with its dimensions and optional configurations. Since software 

selection and CAD model sizes often dictate machine specifications 
you’ll likely recognize which HP ZBook G4 is best suited to your 
needs.

HP ZBook 17 G4: For high performance and large screen size in 
a mobile workstation the HP ZBook 17 G4 is the no-compromise 

and has a starting at weighs of 6.62 pounds in its base configuration. 
But what truly sets it apart is how the HP ZBook 17 G4 can be 
configured to meet the needs of even the most aggressive CAD, virtual 
reality or rendering applications. 

With up to 64GB of 2400 MHz DDR4 RAM, two hard drive bays, 

3 interface ports the machine can support multiple CAD systems, 
rendering applications and up to 4TB of files (2TB on drives and 2TB 

speeds 8X that of USB 3.0 ports. Supporting all screen options 
listed above, Intel® Integrated GT2 graphics or optional NVIDIA® 
Quadro® M1200 (4GB), M2200 (4GB), P3000 (6GB), P4000 (8GB) 
and P5000 (16GB) or AMD Radeon Pro™ WX4170 (4GB) graphics 
processors the HP ZBook 17 G4 can handle even the most aggressive 
CAD and rendering workflows.

HP ZBOOK 15 G4

as the HP ZBook 17 G4 the Z Book 15 is still a powerhouse, but in 
a 26mm thick 5.8 pound smaller chassis (due to the 15.6” diagonal 
screen size) with slightly fewer configuration options. 

➲

by Robert Green

1.  For storage drives GB = 1 billion bytes. TB = 1 trillion bytes. Actual formatted capacity is less. Up to 
30 GB (for Windows 10) is reserved for system recovery software.

2.  HD content required to view HD images.
3.  Sold separately or as an optional feature.

Not all features are available in all editions or versions of Windows. Systems may require upgraded 
and/or separately purchased hardware, drivers and/or software to take full advantage of Windows 
functionality. Windows 10 is automatically updated, which is always enabled. ISP fees may apply and 
additional requirements may apply over time for updates. See http://www.windows.com.

4.  Recharges your battery up to 50% within 30 minutes when the system is o� or in standby mode. 
Power adapter with a minimum capacity of 65 watts is required. After charging has reached 50% 
capacity, charging will return to normal. Charging time may vary +/-10% due to System tolerance.

5.  Multicore is designed to improve performance of certain software products. Not all customers 
or software applications will necessarily benefit from use of this technology. Performance and 
clock frequency will vary depending on application workload and your hardware and software 
configurations. Intel’s numbering is not a measurement of higher performance.

6.  Not all configurations of the ZBook 15u will qualify as an Ultrabook.
7.  MIL-STD testing is not intended to demonstrate fitness for U.S. Department of Defense contract 

requirements or for military use. Test results are not a guarantee of future performance under these 
test conditions. Damage under the MIL STD test conditions or any accidental damage requires an 
optional HP Accidental Damage Protection Care Pack.

8.  Service levels and response times for HP Care Packs may vary depending on your geographic location. 
Service starts on date of hardware purchase. Restrictions and limitations apply. HP services are 
governed by the applicable HP terms and conditions of service provided or indicated to Customer 
at the time of purchase. Customer may have additional statutory rights according to applicable local 
laws, and such rights are not in any way a�ected by the HP terms and conditions of service or the 
HP Limited Warranty provided with your HP Product. Consult your local HP Customer Support 
Center for details.

© Copyright 2017 HP Development Company, L. P. The information contained herein is subject to 
change without notice. The only warranties for HP products and services are set forth in the express 
warranty statements accompanying such products and services. Nothing herein should be construed as 
constituting an additional warranty. HP shall not be liable for technical or editorial errors or omissions 
contained herein. Intel, the Intel logo, Intel Core, Core Inside, Xeon, Thunderbolt and Ultrabook are 
trademarks of Intel Corporation in the U.S. and/or other countries. NVIDIA and Quadro are trademarks 
or registered trademarks of NVIDIA Corporation in the U.S. and other countries. DisplayPort™ and 
the DisplayPort™ logo are trademarks owned by the Video Electronics Standards Association (VESA®) 
in the United States and other countries. AMD, Radeon and the AMD logo are trademarks of Advanced 
Micro Devices, Inc.
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A single smaller drive bay means a single hard drive device can be 
added which drops the maximum storage to 3 TB while maintaining 
2TB of Z Turbo Drive G2 SSD while the graphics processors offered 
are the NVIDIA® Quadro® M620 (2GB), M1200 (4GB), M2200 
(4GB), or AMD Radeon Pro™ WX4150 (4GB). Taken together these 
differences still make the HP ZBook 15 G4 a CAD powerhouse just 
without the very high end graphics memory required for big rendering 
and video projects.

HP ZBOOK STUDIO G4
With the same processor options as the HP ZBook 17/15 G4 the 
HP ZBook Studio G4 stresses Ultrabook ease of mobility and 
ruggedness in a super thin/light 18mm 4.4 pound chassis with a 

Stealth bomber looks make it a sleek and yet slightly less customizable 
than its big brothers but still a very well equipped CAD workstation. 

With up to 32GB of RAM, 2 sockets for HP Z Turbo Drive G2’s and 

the machine can support all but the most demanding usage scenarios. 
Graphics are handled by a 15.6” diagonal FHD touch panel display 
driven by onboard Intel® Integrated GT2 graphics or an optional 
NVIDIA® Quadro® M1200 (4GB) graphics processor supports all 
but the most aggressive rendering/analysis applications. 

In addition to performance the HP ZBook Studio now supports a 
92 WHr battery with the HP fast charging battery system allows up 
to 50% recharge rates in just 30 minutes for quick charges on the go.4

HP ZBOOK 14U/15U G4
Employing 7th Gen Intel® Core™ i5/i7 dual core5 processors that 
provide high clock rates with substantially lower power consumption 
for lower thermal output and notably longer battery life from its 
22.1mm 3.61 pound (14u) or 19.9mm 4.18 pound (15u) chassis. Its 
lightweight and long battery life even qualify the 14u/15u G4’s as an 
Ultrabook6 in some configurations. While their smaller dimensions 
make them less customizable than their HP ZBook G4 siblings, both 
models still provide a solid platform form most CAD workstation 
applications.

With up to 32GB of 2133 MHz RAM, 1 drive bay and 1 socket for 
HP Z Turbo Drive G2’s allow a maximum of 2TB storage (1TB drive 
and 1TB SSD) means the machine can support common CAD usage 
scenarios easily. Graphics are handled by a 14.1”/15.6” diagonal UHD 
or FHD touch panel screen, for the 14u and 15u respectively, driven 
by Intel® Integrated Graphics 630 or an optional AMD FirePro™ 
W4190M (2GB) graphics processor which supports professional 2D 
as well as entry level 3D CAD graphics tasks. 

And like the HP ZBook Studio G4, the HP ZBook 14u/15u G4 
supports the HP fast charging battery system with a 51/46 WHr 
battery, respectively.

HP RELIABILITY
No matter what HP ZBook G4 model you look at, they all meet 
HP’s Total Test Process criteria that submits them to 120,000 hours 
of total system and expanded MIL STD 810-G specification testing 
for extremes in temperature, humidity, altitude and repeated drops.7 
In addition to this testing HP ZBooks also offer these added benefits:

ISV Certification. Independent software vendor certification 
assures that HP ZBooks run industry standard software packages 
reliably without driver or hardware conflicts.

HP Performance Advisor. A preloaded software tool that keeps 
the workstation’s certified drivers for installed software applications 
up to date. 

Warranty. Parts, labor and on site coverage for a full three (3) years.8

WRAPPING UP
In today’s fast moving work environments the fact is that travel is 
more and more required for CAD professionals. With HP’s ZBook 
G4 Mobile Workstations you get desktop workstation level power 
matched to your application needs that’ll fit in a laptop bag. In fact, 
with the power and reliability HP ZBook G4 Mobile Workstations 
bring to the table, you may not even need a desktop machine anymore.

ABOUT HP
HP helps you stay ahead of the curve with professional desktop 
and mobile workstations designed for large and complex datasets, 
dispersed teams, and tight deadlines. HP Z Workstations deliver the 
innovation, high performance, expandability, and extreme reliability 
you need to deliver your 3D CAD projects in less time. To learn how 
to configure a HP Z Workstation, visit the HP and Autodesk page at 
www.hp.com/go/autodesk. 

ABOUT ROBERT GREEN
Robert Green provides CAD management consulting, programming, 
speaking, and training services for clients throughout the United 
States, Canada, and Europe. A mechanical engineer by training and 
alpha CAD user by choice, Robert is also well known for his insightful 

Reach Robert at rgreen@greenconsulting.com
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HP ZBook Family 
Generation 4 –  
Power on the Go

Autodesk applications require a powerful 
workstation with fast processors, plenty of 
RAM, solid state discs and graphics processors 

to perform at their peak. Yet, increasingly, Autodesk 
users are on the go and thus require a workstation that 
is as comfortable in an overhead bin as on an engineer’s 

Mobile Workstations are designed to give a variety of powerful, secure 
solutions in small packages that suit various Autodesk application 
requirements, screen size and weight preferences. In this edition of 
Tech Insights, we’ll take a look at the new HP ZBooks.

NEW INTEL® PROCESSORS, FAST 
COMPONENTS, HIGH SECURITY
At the heart of the new HP ZBook G4 Workstations are the newly 
available 7th generation Intel® Core™ or Xeon® processors and the 

deliver higher base clock rates (up to 3.1GHz from the previous 
generation’s 2.9GHz), higher Turbo speeds (up to 4.2GHz from the 
prior generation’s 3.8GHz) and faster memory (up to 2400MHz from 
the prior generation’s 2133MHz) than the last generation of chipsets. 

To deliver data to these fast processor/RAM systems all HP ZBook 
G4 machines support the HP Turbo Z Drive G2 which delivers 
256GB, 512GB or 1TB1 of solid state disc (SSD) storage at up to 4X 
the speed of conventional SSD’s. Finally, to display the graphics all 
HP ZBook G4’s offer full HD2 (1920x1080), full HD touch screen 
or 4K (3840x2160) screen resolutions along with either HDMI or 
DisplayPort™ 1.2 connectors for dual monitor configurations3 driven 
by Intel® Integrated GT2 graphics or optional 3D GPU’s ranging 
from 2GB to 16GB of video memory for moderate to professional 3D 
CAD visualization.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
Perhaps the easiest way to understand the different HP ZBook 
models is to have a brief look at the hardware specifications for each 
along with its dimensions and optional configurations. Since software 

selection and CAD model sizes often dictate machine specifications 
you’ll likely recognize which HP ZBook G4 is best suited to your 
needs.

HP ZBook 17 G4: For high performance and large screen size in 
a mobile workstation the HP ZBook 17 G4 is the no-compromise 

and has a starting at weighs of 6.62 pounds in its base configuration. 
But what truly sets it apart is how the HP ZBook 17 G4 can be 
configured to meet the needs of even the most aggressive CAD, virtual 
reality or rendering applications. 

With up to 64GB of 2400 MHz DDR4 RAM, two hard drive bays, 

3 interface ports the machine can support multiple CAD systems, 
rendering applications and up to 4TB of files (2TB on drives and 2TB 

speeds 8X that of USB 3.0 ports. Supporting all screen options 
listed above, Intel® Integrated GT2 graphics or optional NVIDIA® 
Quadro® M1200 (4GB), M2200 (4GB), P3000 (6GB), P4000 (8GB) 
and P5000 (16GB) or AMD Radeon Pro™ WX4170 (4GB) graphics 
processors the HP ZBook 17 G4 can handle even the most aggressive 
CAD and rendering workflows.

HP ZBOOK 15 G4

as the HP ZBook 17 G4 the Z Book 15 is still a powerhouse, but in 
a 26mm thick 5.8 pound smaller chassis (due to the 15.6” diagonal 
screen size) with slightly fewer configuration options. 

➲

by Robert Green

1.  For storage drives GB = 1 billion bytes. TB = 1 trillion bytes. Actual formatted capacity is less. Up to 
30 GB (for Windows 10) is reserved for system recovery software.

2.  HD content required to view HD images.
3.  Sold separately or as an optional feature.

Not all features are available in all editions or versions of Windows. Systems may require upgraded 
and/or separately purchased hardware, drivers and/or software to take full advantage of Windows 
functionality. Windows 10 is automatically updated, which is always enabled. ISP fees may apply and 
additional requirements may apply over time for updates. See http://www.windows.com.

4.  Recharges your battery up to 50% within 30 minutes when the system is o� or in standby mode. 
Power adapter with a minimum capacity of 65 watts is required. After charging has reached 50% 
capacity, charging will return to normal. Charging time may vary +/-10% due to System tolerance.

5.  Multicore is designed to improve performance of certain software products. Not all customers 
or software applications will necessarily benefit from use of this technology. Performance and 
clock frequency will vary depending on application workload and your hardware and software 
configurations. Intel’s numbering is not a measurement of higher performance.

6.  Not all configurations of the ZBook 15u will qualify as an Ultrabook.
7.  MIL-STD testing is not intended to demonstrate fitness for U.S. Department of Defense contract 

requirements or for military use. Test results are not a guarantee of future performance under these 
test conditions. Damage under the MIL STD test conditions or any accidental damage requires an 
optional HP Accidental Damage Protection Care Pack.

8.  Service levels and response times for HP Care Packs may vary depending on your geographic location. 
Service starts on date of hardware purchase. Restrictions and limitations apply. HP services are 
governed by the applicable HP terms and conditions of service provided or indicated to Customer 
at the time of purchase. Customer may have additional statutory rights according to applicable local 
laws, and such rights are not in any way a�ected by the HP terms and conditions of service or the 
HP Limited Warranty provided with your HP Product. Consult your local HP Customer Support 
Center for details.

© Copyright 2017 HP Development Company, L. P. The information contained herein is subject to 
change without notice. The only warranties for HP products and services are set forth in the express 
warranty statements accompanying such products and services. Nothing herein should be construed as 
constituting an additional warranty. HP shall not be liable for technical or editorial errors or omissions 
contained herein. Intel, the Intel logo, Intel Core, Core Inside, Xeon, Thunderbolt and Ultrabook are 
trademarks of Intel Corporation in the U.S. and/or other countries. NVIDIA and Quadro are trademarks 
or registered trademarks of NVIDIA Corporation in the U.S. and other countries. DisplayPort™ and 
the DisplayPort™ logo are trademarks owned by the Video Electronics Standards Association (VESA®) 
in the United States and other countries. AMD, Radeon and the AMD logo are trademarks of Advanced 
Micro Devices, Inc.
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CoPY WoRKSETS fRoM 
fILES 2017
http://bit.ly/2pR5wqm

This tool is designed to copy worksets  
from files.
 

Generally, Autodesk® Revit® users have to manually create 
worksets. This tool enables you to use any file which contains your 
old worksets to copy the workset names from it. 

MoDEL hEALTh ChECKER
http://bit.ly/2qo3aTc

During the life of any project in Autodesk® 
Revit®, the file will include data that starts to 
slow things down. How much and what type 
of information this is depends on the users 

and the project file manager.
 
A dedicated BIM Manager can easily spend an hour per week on 
each project file determining what needs to be fixed in order to 
keep the file running smoothly.
 
Model Health Checker does the hard work for you in a fraction of 
the time and provides a report at the end of the command of what 
can be improved in the file to increase performance.
 
This app will save you time in every project in which it is applied. It 
may even check for things you haven’t thought of. If you have ideas 
for additions, let us know and we will make sure to include them 
into the next release.
 
Once you have used the Model Health Checker, you will wonder how 
you ever spent so much project time keeping a project file optimized. 

BREAK@PoInTS
http://bit.ly/2rm8e7y

This plug-in leverages the functionality of 
three AutoCAD® standard commands: Break 
at Point, Divide, and Measure. 
The plug-in contains four commands as 

follows:
•	 Break at Points: Enhances Break at Point standard 

command by allowing users to specify multiple points; 
press Enter to repeat it.

•	 Break at Objects: Similar to Break at Points, but it breaks 
entities based on intersections with other entities.

•	 Enhanced Divide: Similar to the standard divide command, 
but it breaks an entity instead of putting reference points.

•	 Enhanced Measure: Breaks an entity based on the specified 
distance instead of putting reference points. 

The tool can break the following entities: Line, Xline, Polyline, 
Circle, Arc, Ray, Spline, and Ellipse.

by: Brian Andresen

Welcome to AUGIWorld Inside Track! Check out the latest opportunities to 
advance your skills, processes, and workflows in your firm with the most current  
AEC-related software and hardware updates available.

If you have some news to share with us for future issues, 
please let us know. Likewise, if you are a user of a featured 
product or news item and would like to write a review, we 
want to know. Contact brian.andresen@augi.com
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The Tech 
Manager’s 
Time  
Crunch

by: Mark KikerCAD Manager

I 
love stories, books, and movies that are related 
to time. Time shifting, time warping, going back 
or forth in time, parallel universes (a long time 
ago, in a galaxy far, far away...). I love history—

reading about time periods other than our own. 
Time travel topics in science fiction always tickle my fancy: “Back 
to the Future,” “The Terminator” saga, Hermione Granger’s Time-
Turner, and so many more concepts and clever uses of time in 
movies and books. Not just current ones, either—Charles Dickens’ 
“A Christmas Carol” has time-traveling “spirits.”

But, alas, we are trapped in time. No escaping it. We have just 
24 hours in a day, no more, no less. And we must cram in all the 
living, working, playing, eating, and sleeping into those 24 short 
hours. What are we to do? Complain? Worry? The Gospel of Luke 
says, “which of you by worrying can add a single hour to his life’s 
span?” I certainly can’t. We get what we get and we try to make the  
most of it.

So what is a Tech Manager to do with the time crunch? How do 
you manage all of the stuff that flies your way every day? With 
the hardware failing, the user getting tied up in tech knots, and 
the software not working as it should, when do you have time for  
your projects? 

I tend to slice my day up into compressed, sequential time 
allocations. Some would call this multitasking, but that theory 
has been debunked for years now. Humans don’t do lots of things 

simultaneously. Instead, we switch our attention from task to task 
extremely quickly—some quicker than others. Like a short order 
cook, we hurtle through our day at breakneck speeds jumping from 
one task to another. Scrambled eggs, toast, sausage, bacon, side of 
hash browns may sound simple, but multiply that by 45 people at 
your local Denny’s and the cook is frazzled, but effective. You food 
comes out just fine. Scientists say we are not doing multiple things 
at the exact same instance, we are just moving from one task to 
another, one focus to another, really fast. 

So how do you divide up your time and tasks? You could go back 
and read my AUGIWorld articles on Tasks and Priorities from 
July and August 2016. In those, I discuss dividing up your time 
and putting the right things first. But now I turn to slicing up your 
time so you can get things done.

TIMEBoxInG
Projects are just strings of smaller tasks completed for a larger 
focused effort. Timeboxing is a technique I have used with some 
success to define, organize, and sometime constrain my efforts 
when working on tasks. The concept is to divide projects into time 
limited tasks with deadlines for each time period. Rather than 
work until you reach a defined goal, you work until you reach a 
defined time period. You break the tasks down to fit your time 
constraints or allocations. 

Let’s say that you need to define a process modification, test it, 
refine it, deploy it, and document it. This would be five timeboxes of 

➲
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a defined length (30 minutes) with a defined deliverable (defining 
the process or testing it). You then take 30 minutes to define the 
process and its modifications and stop. When you get more time, 
you come back and take 30 minutes to test it, then stop. The next 
time you do the next thing. Each time you are getting something 
done and moving the project forward. You could use this for Project 
Time or general company time (30 minutes to review email, then 
stop). A variation of this is the Pomodoro method used for larger 
tasks (25 minutes, then a 5 minute break, then return to the same 
task for another 25 minutes and then another 5 minute break)

STAYInG foCUSED
The best way to get something done is to stay focused on it. This 
is so hard. I am working away on a task and need to do some quick 
research in the web. I open Google to do the search and see some 
interesting image over the search bar where the word Google 
usually sits. It is the Google Doodle. Hmm… let’s see what that’s 
about… click. Twenty minutes later, I remember that I had to 
search for something and stop reading about Louisa May Alcott’s 
184th Birthday. Time - Gone - Forever.

So what do I do to stay focused? I allocate my time wisely. I do 
creative and deeply intensive work in the morning. The earlier the 
better. I am an early riser and my best time is prior to lunch. I put 
my most arduous tasks there.

Sometimes it is deciding what NOT to do. Rather than keeping 
my task list in my head, I define what I will not be doing today. 
I avoid getting sucked into productive work that is not needed 
right now. It may be valuable, but I have other things that need  
more time.

I have recently heard about the “Warren Buffett’s Two List System.” 
Buffett suggests making a list of the 25 things you want to get 
done. Then circle the top five. Move the remaining 20 to another 
list entitled “Avoid at all Costs” and do nothing on them until the 
top five are done. Nice.

SET To SUCCEED
There are a few things that you might “set” in place to ensure that 
your time is well used. 

Set a meeting with yourself. I am addicted to my calendar in 
Outlook. I put reminders in there and set meetings with others. I 
also set meetings with myself. The time and the topic are one of my 
tasks that must be completed. So I just carve out some time and 
meet with myself. And I try not to cancel on me. I get mad when I 
do that to myself… lol. 

Set a deadline for everything. Anytime anyone gives me a task or I 
give myself one, I set a hard deadline. Date and Time. I ask, “When 
do you need this?” or maybe “Can I get this to you on Tuesday?” or 
“When are you expecting me to get this done?” If they give you a 
day and not a time, then ask “is that morning or end of day? 8 AM 
or 2 PM? ASAP is not a deadline. Let me repeat that in a different 
way. ASAP is not a date or a time. When people tell me ASAP, 
I tend to ask them when that will happen. “As Soon As Possible” 

to me may mean something entirely different to you. Get a date  
and a time.

Set up a “No-Brainer List.” This is a list of tasks that can be done 
when you have no brain power or energy left. Tasks on this list 
could include straightening your office clutter or filing your 
business cards. When these tasks are done, you will feel as if you 
accomplished something. No reason to let low energy prevent you 
from completing something. If you have no one to delegate these 
types of tasks to, then get them done when you are drained.

WoRK To DEADLInES
Now that you have a deadline, use it as a prioritizing tool. Not 
just first task in, first task out. You have to re-prioritize every time 
you switch to another large task. Ask yourself “Is this the most 
important thing I need to get done right now?” With deadlines 
looming, you now have a way to say “no” to other time-impacting 
events. You cannot say no to critical CAD and BIM issues—that 
is your job duty. But others can be stacked around a date and time 
that is looming. 

As I always say, tech troubles are your #1 priority no matter what 
you may be working on. Customer support is king. When an end 
user or project is in a jam, drop what you are doing and go help 
them. Keep the systems working and then slice out some time for 
your other endeavors.

Mark Kiker has more than 25 years 
of hands-on experience with technol-
ogy. He is fully versed in every area of 
management from deployment plan-
ning, installation, and configuration 
to training and strategic planning. As 
an internationally known speaker and 
writer, he is a returning speaker at  
Autodesk University since 1996. 
Mark is currently serving as Direc-
tor of IT for SIATech, a non-profit 
public charter high school focused on 
dropout recovery. He maintains two 
blog sites, www.caddmanager.com and  
www.bimmanager.com.
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by: Melinda Heavrin

T
he Style Manager is an AutoCAD® 
Architecture utility that provides a central 
location where you can view and work with 
the styles that determine the appearance 

and function of objects in drawings. You can also 
manage layer key styles, schedule data formats and 

definitions for cleanup groups, mask blocks, multi-view blocks, 
profiles, and property sets. The Style Manager allows you to readily 
create or customize styles and share them with other users. In the 
Style Manager, you can perform the following tasks:
•	 Access styles from open drawings and intranet sites.
•	 Drag styles onto a palette to create tools.
•	 Set up new drawings and templates by copying styles from 

other drawings or templates.
•	 Sort and view the styles in your drawings and templates by 

drawing or style type.
•	 Preview an object with a selected style.
•	 Create and edit styles.
•	 Delete unused styles from drawings and templates.
•	 Send styles to other AutoCAD Architecture users by email.

To open the Style Manager, begin by clicking the Manage tab, 
Style & Display panel, and then Style Manager. You can also access 
the Style Manager by right-clicking any style-based object tool on 
a tool palette and clicking <object type> Styles.

The Style Manager is split into two resizable panes and has a 
menu bar, a toolbar, and a status bar (see Figure 1). When you 
open the Style Manager, all drawings and templates that are open 
in the current session are displayed in the tree view in the left pane. 
The left pane of the Style Manager displays the styles in all open 
drawings and templates in a hierarchical tree view that you can 
navigate by expanding and collapsing the different levels in the 
tree. By default, styles in the tree view are sorted by the drawing 
that contains them, but you can also sort them by style type. The 
tree view is always displayed in the left pane, regardless of how you 
sort the styles. 

Styles are organized into three categories: Architectural Objects, 
Documentation Objects, and Multi-Purpose Objects. Within 
each category, styles are listed alphabetically. It is important to note 
that if drawings or templates are read-only, their read-only status 
is indicated by a lock on the folder next to the drawing in the tree 
view and also by a lock icon on the status bar. 

The style information displayed in the right pane depends on what 
you select in the tree view in the left pane. For example, when the 
tree view is sorted by drawing and a style category is selected, 
the right pane lists the style types in the category. If a style type 
is selected, the right pane lists the styles within the type. If an 
individual style is selected, the right pane displays a series of tabs 

➲
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on which you can edit the properties of the style and preview how 
an object will display using that style. When the tree view is sorted 
by style, you can select a style type to view the distribution of the 
styles within that type across all drawings and templates that are 
open in the Style Manager.

The top of the Style Manager includes a menu bar and a toolbar 
for quick access to the menu commands. You can pause the mouse 
over a toolbar icon to display a tooltip describing the associated 
command. The status bar at the bottom of the Style Manager 
indicates how styles are sorted in the tree view (by drawing or by 
style), the name of the drawing, and the currently selected style 
type and style.

WoRKInG WITh 
DRAWInGS AnD 
TEMPLATES In ThE 
STYLE MAnAGER
When you first open the Style Manager, 
any drawings or templates that are 
open in AutoCAD Architecture are 
displayed in the tree view. You can 
also open other drawings or templates 
and create new drawings or templates 
within the Style Manager. When you 
create a new drawing or template in the 
Style Manager, or open an existing one, 
that drawing or template is open for use 
only within the Style Manager, and not 
in your drawing session. You need to 
exit the Style Manager before you can 
open the drawing or template in the 
drawing session. 

To determine whether a drawing or 
template is open in the software or only 

within the Style Manager, look at the icon next to the drawing or 
template in the tree view. The normal DWG symbol means that 
the drawing is open in the software and in the Style Manager. The 
DWG symbol along with an arrow in the bottom right corner 
means that the drawing is open only in the Style Manager. The 
DWG symbol with a lock in the bottom right corner means 
that the drawing is locked. A drawing may be locked in the Style 
Manager for any of the following reasons:
•	 The drawing is read-only.
•	 The drawing was created in a previous version of the software.
•	 The drawing is referenced into a drawing that is currently 

open.
•	 The drawing is open in another application.
•	 The drawing file is locked on a network.

To view a tooltip stating the reason for the lock, select the drawing 
in the tree view and pause the cursor over the lock icon on the 
Style Manager status bar. You can save your styles in a read-only 
source drawing and copy them to other drawings as necessary. 
Any drawings and templates that you create or open in the Style 
Manager are listed in the tree view every time you open the Style 
Manager until you close them from within the Style Manager.

You can start a new drawing or template in the Style Manager. The 
new drawing or template does not contain any styles and is open 
for use in the Style Manager only. It is not open in the AutoCAD 
Architecture session. You can open the new drawing or template 
in the software after you exit the Style Manager. Begin by clicking 
on the Manage tab, Style & Display panel, Style Manager. On the 
Style Manager menu bar, click File New Drawing. In the New 
Drawing dialog box, for File Name, enter the new drawing name 
(see Figure 2). For Files of Type, select Drawing (*.dwg) to create 
a drawing or select Drawing Template (*.dwt) to create a template 
and then click Save. Now click OK.

Figure 1: Style Manager

Figure 2: New drawing
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CREATInG A STYLE In ThE STYLE 
MAnAGER
If you want to create a new style or definition for a particular 
type of object, you can start with the default style properties for 
that object type or you can copy an existing style that has most 
of the properties you want. In either case, you then edit the style 
properties as needed to specify the desired object characteristics. 
Begin by clicking the Manage tab, Style & Display panel, Style 
Manager. The Style Manager displays with all open drawings 
listed in the tree view and the current drawing expanded. Now 
expand the object category (Architectural, Documentation 
or Multi-Purpose) and object type for which you want to  
create a style. 

If you want to create a style with default properties, then right-
click the style type and click New. If you want to create a style from 
an existing style, then expand the style type, right-click the style 
you want to copy, and click Copy. Right-click and click Paste. On 
the General tab, enter a name and description for the new style. 
Click on the other tabs as needed to view and edit the properties 
(see Figure 3). When you finish specifying the properties of the 
style, click OK. The new style will be listed if you open the Style 
Manager again while the drawing remains open, but it is not saved 
until you save the drawing. After you have created a style, you can 
drag it from the Style Manager onto a tool palette to create a tool.

SoRTInG STYLES In ThE STYLE 
MAnAGER
You can change the way styles are sorted in the Style Manager. By 
default, the names of open drawings and templates are displayed 

in the tree view in the left pane. When you expand a drawing in 
the tree view, the individual styles within the drawing are grouped 
into three categories: Architectural Objects, Documentation 
Objects, and Multi-Purpose Objects. If you expand a category, 
the individual styles are listed alphabetically by style type. To see 
the styles available in each drawing for a particular style type such 
as door styles, you can sort by style. Styles are then grouped by 
category and organized by type and then by drawing. The status 
bar at the bottom of the Style Manager indicates whether the 
styles are sorted by drawing or by style type. 

To switch how styles are sorted in the Style Manager, begin by 
clicking on the Manage tab, Style & Display panel, Style Manager. 
By default, styles are sorted by drawing. On the toolbar of the Style 
Manager, click the Toggle View symbol to sort styles by style type. 
Alternatively, on the menu bar of the Style Manager, click View 
menu, Explore, By Style (see Figure 4). If you want to view the 
styles available in a drawing, expand a category, a style type, and 
then the drawing. To restore the by-drawing sort order, click the 
Toggle View symbol again.

Figure 3: New style

Figure 4: Style sorting
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ADDInG STAnDARD STYLES 
fRoM ThE STYLE MAnAGER
You can add standard styles to project drawings in 
the Style Manager. When standards drawings are 
specified in the project standards configuration, 
they are displayed in Style Manager when you open 
a project drawing. Styles can be dragged from the 
project node to the project drawing node here. To 
do this, begin by opening the project drawing to 
which you want to add standard styles. Click the 
Manage tab, Style & Display panel, Style Manager. 
The standards drawings specified in the standards 
configuration are listed under the project node. 
Expand the node for the project standards drawing 
containing the style you want to add, and expand 
subnodes as necessary to locate the style. Now drag 
the style from the project standards drawing node 
to the project drawing node in the tree view. The 
standard style is copied to the project drawing node. 
Click OK.

It is important to note that for the synchronization 
of the standard style to work, the style needs to 
come from a standards drawing that has been 
selected as a standards drawing for this style type 
in the configuration setup. For example, if the 
standards drawing “Wall Styles.dwg” has been 
configured as the standard for wall styles and the 
standards drawing “Door Styles.dwg” has been 
configured as the standards drawing for door 
styles, you should not copy any wall styles from the 
“Door Styles.dwg” to the project drawing. Because 
that drawing has not been defined as the standards drawing for 
wall styles, the copied styles will display as not standardized in  
the synchronization.

You can also drag styles from a project standards drawing into a 
drawing that is not part of the current project. If the drawing is not 
part of any project, no synchronization will happen to that style 
in the future. If the drawing is part of a different project, the style 
will display as not standardized in future synchronizations of that 
project unless that project references the same standards drawing 
from which the style was dragged.

CREATInG A TooL fRoM ThE STYLE 
MAnAGER
You can create a tool from the Style Manager. To do this, begin 
by opening the tool palette where you want to create the new tool. 
Click Manage tab, Style & Display panel, Style Manager. Now 
select the style from which you want to create a tool. For example, 
if you want to create a wall tool with the Stud-3.625 GWB-0.625 
Each Side (1 Hour) style, expand Wall Styles and select the Stud-
3.625 GWB-0.625 Each Side (1 Hour) style. Drag the style to 
the tool palette. A new tool with the selected style is inserted in 
the tool palette. Click OK to close the Style Manager. Define 
additional properties for the tool in the tool palette, if necessary.

DRAGGInG A DRAWInG InTo ThE 
STYLE MAnAGER
You can open a drawing or template in the Style Manager by 
dragging it from Microsoft Windows Explorer. The drawing or 
template will be open only within the Style Manager; that is, it will 
not be open in the AutoCAD Architecture session. If you wish, 
you can open the drawing in the software after you exit the Style 
Manager. In the Style Manager, sort the styles by drawing. Start 
Microsoft Windows Explorer and select the drawing or template 
that you want to open in the Style Manager. Drag the drawing into 
the tree view in the Style Manager and click OK.

Melinda Heavrin is a CAD Coordi-
nator & Facility Planner in Louisville, 
Kentucky. She has been using Auto-
CAD Architecture since release 2000. 
Melinda can be reached for comments 
and questions at melindaheavrin@
windstream.net.

Figure 5: New tool in Style Manager
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by: Brian Chapman

I
ntegrating new software and solutions into 
production environments is common today. 
Using new solutions provides users with 
more options to complete tasks and increase 

productivity. For 3ds Max® some of these solutions 
include more sophisticated renderers that allow us to produce 
better content in shorter time. One of these is Arion Renderer, from 
RandomControl (www.randomcontrol.com). Arion Renderer for 
3ds Max allows us to render physical-based digital content directly 
through the 3ds Max framebuffer, making it simple to work with 
and easy to implement. I’ll discuss a few of the features of Arnold 
Renderer as well as implementation. 

A few features of the renderer are:
Speed – The renderer takes advantage of both the CPU and GPU 
simultaneously, as well as advanced coding to take advantage of 
processors and cores.

Motion Blur – Perhaps my favorite feature is that the motion blur is 
automatically applied to the render, accounting for camera settings 
and the movements of objects as shown in Figure 1.

Particle Flow – The renderer utilizes geometry instancing in 
conjunction with the CPU and GPU, an important feature allowing 
us to control production.

Network Rendering – One of the best qualities of the plug-in is that 
it allows us to use an unlimited number of slaves without licensing 
issues. 

Displacement Mapping – The renderer works with hardware to 
ensure precise displacement mapping in real time.

Spectral Unbiased Rendering – One of the most advanced spectral 
simulators available on the market, as shown in Figure 2.

➲

Implementation 
of Arion Renderer

Figure 1 Figure 2
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Updates – With consistent improvements, 
Arion Renderer continues to develop 
into a real workhorse. Recently added are 
Roughness and Fresnal Channels to the AOVs  
(compositing channels).

More – Arion Renderer supports Hair and 
Fur, Physical Camera Simulation, Physical 
Atmospheres, Image-Based Lighting, Mesh 
Emitters, Hardware Acceleration, Interactive 
ActiveShade, and much more.

Implementing a renderer can be important to 
providing the best quality content in a more 
efficient fashion. While integrated renderers 
continue to advance, having alternative solutions 
provides users with the flexibility to produce 
content the way it fits into their production 
environment and suits their individual needs. 

Implementing Arion Renderer for 3ds Max is incredibly simple. 
RandomControl’s website provides complete and clear instructions 
to install the Arion Renderer plug-n for 3ds Max. To get started, 
users only need to understand a few of the options available with the 
renderer. I’ll cover these options below.

In the Setup tab, we should see the Hardware Configuration button 
shown in Figure 3. 

Here we select the CUDA processors available to us, shown in 
Figure 4. In case you’re unfamiliar with it, CUDA is essentially 
parallel computing and an interface created by NVIDIA to use 
GPUs for processing; a powerful tool to increase render times  
and calculations.

Next is the Render Setting. Here we have the option to choose the 
number of passes or dedicate a specific amount of time per frame 
while it refines the render. This allows us to refine our render infinitely 
or get the best quality possible while meeting a specific deadline.  

Finally, RandomControl has a series of tutorials available on the 
website that outline the steps to accomplish most day-to-day 
challenges users might face. 

Brian Chapman is a Senior Design-
er for Slater Hanifan Group. Slater 
Hanifan Group is a civil engineer-
ing and planning firm dedicated to 
superior client service with locations 
in Las Vegas, Nevada, and Phoenix, 
Arizona. Brian can be reached at  
procadman@pro-cad.net

Figure 3

Figure 4
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Plentiful  
Plug-Ins

 by: Dat Lien and Xavier Loayza 

W
here would we be without our third-
party apps? There are close to 1,000 
apps on the Autodesk App Store for 
AutoCAD® alone, not to mention 

that the most powerful feature of AutoCAD is 
the ability to customize it; making the possibilities 

virtually endless. I can remember working for companies whose 
LISP routines were so massive, they had their own pull-down 
menus and submenus. Those who were trained on these systems 
found that they could not draw without these routines if they were 
to leave and work elsewhere. 

Let’s talk about these apps, explore our most favorite ones, and 
then dissect them to see how times have changed since the days 
when it was just AutoLISP, including a look at advanced web 
environments with Forge.

There are more than 900 apps available for AutoCAD, compared 
to the 700 and 32 plug-ins for Revit and Navisworks, respectively. 
That’s not surprising considering AutoCAD has been around 
since the 1980s (see Figure 1).

See below the most popular AutoCAD plug-ins:
1. Drawing Purge – As the name implies, this app has two 

modes: purge the current dwg or perform a batch purge 
(Figures 2 and 3).

a. By entering DWG-PURGE at the command line, this 
plug-in will delete all the unreferenced LineTypes, 
RegApps, and Annotation Scale. Also, a dialog box will 
show a list of any xrefs attached to the drawing that need 
to be purged.

b. To purge multiple drawings without opening the files. 
In DWG-PURGE-BATCH you can add the drawings 
by selecting individual files, folder, or drag/drop. Further 
options allow you to purge and save to a different location 
and/or rename the newly saved file.

➲

Figure 1

Figure 2
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2. SketchUp Import 2016-2018 – SketchUp’s 3D library is 
the largest of its kind. Now you can leverage these models 
inside AutoCAD. The SketchUp Import plug-in allows you 
to import SKP files into your AutoCAD drawings. Use the 
IMPORTSKP command to convert a SketchUp file, stored 
in a local or shared folder, and insert the model into the 
current drawing (Figure 4).

3. Align&Distribute – AutoCAD provides a few commands 
(by default) capable of performing distribution and alignment 
functions. These commands are very complex, making the 
simple task of aligning and distributing multiple items time-
consuming and inefficient. 

a. Align&Distribute ($4.99) is a plug-in for AutoCAD 
that provides a set of commands very similar to align 
and distribute commands present in other graphics 
software such as Photoshop and Illustrator. Through this 
command, you can easily and quickly align or distribute 
many types of objects with different shapes in the X, Y 
and Z axis. 

b. You can get “Align&Distribute TRIAL” on the App Store 
and test these commands before paying for this version. 
The single limitation in the TRIAL version is that 
each command affects only seven objects per selection  
(Figure 5). 

c. For more details about this tool, access  
http://arsenaltechno.com/en/align-and-distribute/.

4. AutoRebar – AutoRebar is an app that provides AutoCAD 
(and all vertical products) with an extra toolbar containing 
specific objects for rebar detailing of reinforced concrete 
structures (Figure 6). With AutoRebar, you can now easily 
produce high-quality drawings quickly by automating the 
repetitive tasks previously involved in rebar detailing. You can 
now focus on the conceptual part of the design rather than 
deal with time-consuming traditional CAD editing work.
a. There are four types of dynamic objects: Rebars, Marks, 

Call-outs, and the BBS.

Figure 3

Figure 4

Figure 5
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b. The Rebar objects can be created and stretched 
like polylines and the bar size quickly edited with 
a double-click. Since all AutoRebar entities are 
graphically connected, the linked Marks and Call-Outs  
update automatically.

c. The user can add a new Mark by selecting the Rebar to 
be linked, and double clicking it to edit data such as the 
bar grouping criteria, the bar spacing, and the size of the 
range. Alternatively, normal AutoCAD dimensions can 
be linked to the Mark and used to specify the range of 
a bundle of bars in the concrete structure: AutoRebar 
calculates the total number of bars in that range. The 
great thing is, whenever you modify the concrete shape 
and stretch the dimension, the total number of bars 
updates immediately.

d. The Bar Bending Schedule can be either inserted in 
the drawing or exported to Excel with a simple click. 
Meanwhile, the EXPLODESEL and EXPLODEALL 
commands explode the AutoRebar objects into standard 
AutoCAD entities. This can be useful to deliver your 
drawing to other users who want to open and edit 
the .dwg file without having to install AutoRebar on  
their computers.

5. Where is that FILE – When juggling busy work schedules 
and heavy workloads it is easy to forget where important files 
are located on your PC. “Where is that FILE” ($1.00) will, 
within seconds, find your file wherever it is. There’s no need 
to specify the search location because the app will search the 
entire PC (Figure 7).

Prices for these plug-ins range from $0 to $649, but even the 
higher priced ones are well worth their weight in gold as they can 
make some of the tedious tasks more efficient. 

Some of our tried and true favorite apps include: 
•	 Plex.Earth: Import Satellite Images from Google Earth and 

export your drawings to KML or KMZ to see them in GE 
(Figure 8). https://apps.autodesk.com/ACD/en/Detail/

Index?id=5694471876005445115&appLang=en&os=W
in32_64

•	 Point Cloud Feature Extraction 2015 (discontinued): CAD 
geometry from shape and planes in a point cloud (Figure 9). 
https://apps.autodesk.com/ACD/en/Detail/Index?id=880
3117352142221591&appLang=en&os=Win32_64

  

•	 DWG Compare: Compares two versions of drawings 
showing the differences (Figure 10). https://apps.autodesk.
com/ACD/en/Detail/Index?id=136068404068200943&ap
pLang=en&os=Win32_64

These are all great if you want to purchase something ready for 
production. If you want to create your first plug-in, there is an 
eight-lesson training program for AutoCAD 2018 based on 
Visual Basic .NET, available here: http://usa.autodesk.com/
adsk/servlet/index?id=18162650&siteID=123112

Figure 6

Figure 7

Figure 8

Figure 9
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The training lessons work for the 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, and 
2017 versions, and all AutoCAD vertical products. 

APIs AVAILABLE
AutoCAD has four APIs: .NET, LISP, ActiveX, and ObjectARX 
(C++), with .NET being the most powerful API. User can pick its 
preferred language under the .NET umbrella, C#, F#, Visual Basic 
.NET, and more.

WAnT To hIRE A PRoGRAMMER?
https://www.upwork.com/hire/autolisp-freelancers/ shows rates 
from $8/hour to $30/hour to hire freelancers and create your own 
plug-in.

AUToDESK foRGE on CAD fILES
Forge Platform is an Autodesk cloud service that handles AEC 
file formats in the web. Currently, we can review CAD files using 
BIM360 viewer, which is based on Forge. The Design Automation 
API allows to run scripts on CAD files hosted in the cloud.

Current functionalities for DWG files include:
•	 creating new DWG files
•	 querying for information in existing DWG files
•	 purging drawings and saving them to other DWF file 

formats
•	 plotting DWG files to DWF and PDF
•	 translating text from one language to another

ConCLUSIon
In conclusion, if you are a big third-party apps fan, hopefully we’ve 
introduced you to a few interesting ones that you didn’t know were 
there. At the very least, you now realize that the Autodesk App 
store has plenty of choices. If you haven’t been taking advantage of 
third-party apps, we highly recommend that you investigate these 

valuable timesavers. For the advanced user, perhaps you’ll try your 
hand at programming and create your own set of useful tools. 

As for me, I’ll stick to what I know with macros. Speaking of 
which, here’s a tried-and-true macro that removes the z value of 
all objects in a dwg, essentially giving you a flat and clean drawing: 

^ C ^ C _ S E L E C T ; _ M O V E ; 0 , 0 , 0 ; 0 , 0 , 1 e 9 9 ; _
MOVE;P;;0,0,0;0,0,–1e99;

Dat Lien has traveled all over the 
globe for renowned architectural firms 
such as Gensler, PGAL, and Morris 
Architects. After managing a team of 
experts at Total CAD Systems, an Au-
todesk reseller, he has now added entre-
preneurship to his repertoire with the 
formation of Axoscape, a service-based 
company offering BIM, CAD, and 
Visualization solutions. With over a 
decade of architectural experience, Dat 
combines leveraged technology with the 
AEC business so clients can stay com-
petitive while maintaining flexibility. 
Dat also keeps busy with organizations 
such as the Houston Area Revit Users 
Group, A Child’s Hope, and helping 
out other non-profits. By utilizing his 
education, experience, and eagerness to 
educate, Dat enjoys helping and shar-
ing his knowledge with others.

Xavier Loayza started using CAD 
software during high school. These 
drafting skills boosted him to collabo-
rate very early in the AEC world to lat-
er pursue a path to civil engineering in 
Ecuador. After gaining experience over 
the years in transportation, geotechni-
cal engineering, and surveying, Xavier 
got interested in UAVs (drones) for 
mapping, construction monitoring, and 
urban planning as a time- and cost-
effective tool, leading him to establish 
a service company. In 2015, after this 
entrepreneurial project, Xavier joined 
a Construction Management gradu-
ate program at University of Houston. 
Currently, he is collaborating with 
Axoscape, a BIM consulting company. 
He is always eager to learn and share.

Figure 10
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by: Phillip Lynch

I 
recently contacted internal offices across the 
country to get copies of AutoCAD® Civil 3D® 
templates. Most offices had no templates or 
standards, some offices adopted client standards 

as their own, and a few didn’t know what I was 
talking about. Have you ever had to generate a C3D template from 
scratch and implement on an office or regional level? How did 
users react? Did you have management buy in? These are just a few 
of the many hurdles a CAD manager will face when implementing 
new standards. No one likes change. Evaluating current CAD 
conditions up front, creating meaningful paths forward, and 
winning over the new team are crucial components for success. 

•	 Management support
•	 Explain CAD importance to management

•	 Access current conditions
•	 Template
•	 User skill level

•	 Gain user trust
•	 Ask users for recommendations
•	 Keep users informed 

•	 Implement change
•	 Apply revised/new template
•	 Train users on new procedures and template

MAnAGEMEnT BUY-In

Buy-in from management is the most important component when 
working to implement any type of change in an organization, 
whether it is CAD, safety, office, or any other procedures. If you do 

Implementation: 
Change Is Coming

➲

http://www.augi.com
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not have the support of upper management, your implementation 
and template creation will fall short.

Create a comprehensive presentation for management followed 
by a Q&A session. Ninety-five percent of office managers do not 
understand the capabilities of C3D and how effective it can be if 
leveraged properly, so educate them. Stay out of the weeds a bit, 
but do cover styles, importance, dynamic capabilities that prevent 
re-work, and most of all, the cost savings when used correctly. 

Once management understands the potential savings, they will be 
onboard and half the battle is won. 

ASSESSMEnT
Being new to an organization can sometimes be challenging. You 
have ideas and methods you are comfortable with that will save 
time and money, but how do you convey them to a large audience? 
Most firms that use C3D have some type of template in place even 
if it is the “out of the box” Autodesk template. To keep the peace 
and get user buy-in, it is best to evaluate what the office or region 
is currently using. How do the styles look? Is the template CTB or 
STB based? Are there prompts when creating civil objects? The 
questions continue to pour out.
 
Start with the best project the firm has. Go through it piece by 
piece and examine the template. What stands out? Take note of 
the style names, how the styles plot, and if there are styles for each 
object. This will also be a good time to see how the users treat 
C3D objects. More important than the actual inner workings of 
the template are the user skill levels. Do they understand the way 
C3D works? By taking the extra time upfront on setup, they will 
save mountains of time if or when the design changes. The design 
always changes.

Are data shortcuts used? Are the pipes in the drawing actual 
networks or polylines with global widths? Are the objects on 
profile views dynamic or hand drawn? These are critical elements 
to know before implementing change. I have found that the less 

users know about the software, the easier it is to get buy-in when 
new processes are introduced. 

Understanding user methodology upfront will help determine 
the path forward, and the findings will reiterate the cost savings  
for management. 

SoLIDIfY TEAM RELATIonShIP
Starting at a new firm as a CAD Manager or supervisor of any 
kind can be challenging—new personalities, opinions, and 
resistance to change. It is very important to gain user trust, and 
new implementation should be welcomed. 

To gain trust and build relationships, ask users questions: What 
are their opinions on current processes? What could be improved 
upon? What, if anything, is missing? Typically, there is one power 
user in the office who dictates CAD procedures—a self- appointed 
CAD manager, if you will. Acceptance from this person is of the 
utmost importance. 

Users that would not normally offer up opinions will now do so 
with a new CAD manager. Start with the current office template, 
asking the team: How it can improve? How can we improve the 
process? What pitfalls are faced on projects? Understanding the 
current conditions will fortify future change.

There is no “I” in “TEAM.” It is important to keep users engaged in 
the process and aware of your suggestions. Yes, at some point users’ 
opinions will need to take the back seat, but it is vital to keep all 
stakeholders abreast of the process upfront. 

IMPLEMEnTATIon
Let me reiterate: no one likes change! If you have success with all 
the previous steps, the actual changes may go just a little smoother. 
Timesaving solutions and common sense practices will still invite 
resistance from users. 

To minimize the damage, try and supplement the new ways 
with the existing material such as a few styles, some custom lisp 
routines, layer names, or anything that will make the current team 
feel as if their product was of use. Let’s face it, no one wants to 

http://www.augiworld.com
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spend months working on a template, standards, and procedures 
only for someone new to tell them it’s all a waste. 

Once the new template and procedures are in place, the entire team 
should be trained on the new template. Nothing is more frustrating 
than someone creating new styles when the style already exists. In 
an office that doesn’t have strong users, more time will be spent 
trying to figure out how to make the style they need.

Create a test project with C3D components and send it out to all 
the users. Give them a week or two to play around with the styles 
and the new look. Create documentation, briefly touching on all 
styles: surface, profile, profile view, alignments, labels, etc. Once the 
team is comfortable with the new template, design change should 
be faster and more profit will be generated. 

ConCLUSIon
The standards are in place and the profit is rising, so what next? 
2018 comes around and it is time to upgrade. We all know this 
will be a challenge due to new drawing formats and other factors. 
Users will need to be educated. You already have management 
buy-in, so start with getting all the users onboard and make the  
transition happen! 

Throughout his 12 year career,  
Phillip Lynch has played an instru-
mental part in a variety of Civil En-
gineering and Survey design projects 
with his primary focus being Civil 3D 
management and surveying.   He has 
successfully created and implemented 
C3D templates and CAD standards 
for 28 internal offices for use on a $90 
million program. In addition, Phillip 
has trained multiple offices in C3D 
and established a solid workflow for 
each. Using the latest GPS technology, 
he has surveyed multiple stream resto-
ration projects, miles of underground 
utilities, hundreds of stormwater 
structures and bridges. Phillip can be 
reached for questions or comments at  
Phillip@LimitlessDrone.com
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